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The act of shark f inning is barbaric, 
shocking, and extremely wasteful. 
When a shark is caught, all of its 
f ins are sliced off  and the shark is 
dumped overboard, often stil l 
alive. They sink to the ocean f loor 
and die slowly by bleeding to 
death or drowning. Since the 
actual shark meat is not nearly as 
valuable, that is why the carcass is 
dumped after the f ins are 
removed, which allows for more 
storage space and more mass 
slaughter. About 95%  of the shark 
is wasted. 

What is shark f inning?

Below you can see thousands of il legally acquired shark f ins. Despite international bans, many commercial f ishing 
boats stil l maintain this practice...
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Why? 

The answer is shark f in soup. This 

tasteless soup sells for more than 

$100 a bowl, and is thought to be 

an Asian delicacy, often served at 

weddings and other special 

events. False claims of improved 

health benefits also boost sales, 

with f ictit ious links to improved 

kidney health and boosted 

fertil ity, when in fact nothing 

could be further from the truth.  

Shark f in contains high levels of 

toxic mercury, which has been 

associated with infertil ity in 

several dif ferent studies. (Choy, 

2002) 

What could happen?

This could have a major effect on our ecosystem. An estimated 73 mill ion sharks 
are kil led each year. Slower growth rate, later sexual maturity, longer lifespan, and slow 
reproduction rate have led to a decrease in the overall shark population.  They average of 
1-2 pups per birth. (ISAF) All of these factors make it hard for the species to f lourish, 
especially when being slaughtered daily.
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About the f i lm:All it takes is one human generation to wipe 

out a species that has been on this planet 

for more than 400 mill ion years. Sharks are 

essential to our oceanic ecology, and are 

truly fascinating creatures that should be 

protected and respected.  Catch "Shark Fin 

Soup: A Tragedy in our Seas"  on July 25th, 

2016. 
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